
Summary of thesis:
The problem statement of my thesis
is: Does a low-cost airline contribute
to the successful development of a
regional airport?

Prior to deregulation, the aviation
industry was characterised by non-
competing airlines, and consequently,
by non-competing airports. After
deregulation, it became possible for
new entrant airlines to start working
according to the low-cost model in
Europe. Driven by trends towards
greater competition, privatisation and
globalisation within the aviation
industry, the airline-airport relation is
changing. Airlines are more and more
expecting the help of airports in order
to start new services and build up a
market.

Low-cost airlines negotiate reduced
landing fees and handling charges
from airports. Low-cost airlines cause
tremendous growth in passenger
flows but refuse to invest in the air-
port, acting more footloose and inde-
pendently from the airport. There is a
dilemma for a regional airport in
attracting a low-cost airline or not.
Attracting a low-cost airline could
cause tremendous growth rates in pas-
senger numbers, however, the low-
cost airline is constantly driven by a
cost focus and is generally not willing
to pay the normal airport charges. It
may thus be a financially less attrac-
tive client.

Due to the differences among region-
al airports, a theoretical base was
needed, which could provide an inte-
gral approach of the problem. This

theoretical base, originally developed
for seaports, is provided by Welters et
al. (2002). The theory provides three
different views on ports. The first is
to see the port as a node. In this
approach, relevant economic schools
are transport geography and maritime
and transport economics. The second
view is to see the port as a cluster.
Relevant schools can be found in the
field of regional and institutional eco-
nomics. Finally, the port can be seen
as an arena. In this view, the port is
analysed with the use of business eco-
nomics and public management. 

It is concluded that whether or not
adopting the low-cost model is inter-
esting for airport management
depends on the type of airport. For
the regional hub, passenger flows and
normal airport charges make the low-
cost model interesting. For a regional
origin-destination airport, the low-
cost model is only interesting if the
airline pays the airport costs. For a
low-price airport, striking a deal with
a low-cost airline seems one of the
few ways of generating substantial
growth.
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Business News Radio
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Everything about cooking
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Everything from Jazz to top 40 and from classic to rock

Last book:
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance

Sport(s):
Fitness, swimming and karate

Food:
I am really interested in all kinds of good food

You can wake me up for:
A trip to a sunny destination

Cities:
Rio

Country:
Italy

Season:
I like the changes of the seasons in the Netherlands. But it
seems to be perfect when it is always 30 degrees Celsius
and sunny.

Holiday:
I really like just taking a flight and finding everything out
about the destination, like where to sleep and what to do. I
really like backpacking actually. 

Best flight:
My best flight was with one of the Asian carriers to the
Far East. I really like the Asian hospitality, as you can
experience it through the onboard service.

Worst flight:
I once flew with a charter to a general holiday destination
in the Mediterranean. The flight (years ago, when it was
still allowed to smoke on board) was delayed and the serv-
ice on board was not the best I had.
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